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one company –
dynamic, innovative, reliable, collaborative
As a globally operating company with
approx. 1,800 employees, Leistritz consists
of the parent company Leistritz AG and its
business units Turbine, Pump, Extrusion
and Production Technology. We stand for
demanding products and high innovative
power. All our products, technologies and
processes have one thing in common:
rotation.
Here are some examples:
The fuel supply in many well-known car
models is facilitated by a Leistritz screw
pump. Two spindles rotate the pump and
transport the fluid to the engine.

Leistritz blades rotate in
numerous aircraft turbines. In
the engine of many aircrafts
hollow shafts are incorporated that might have
been manufactured on Leistritz
whirling machines with rotating cutting
plates. The plastic material your kids‘
toys or your garden furniture is made of,
is probably processed on a Leistritz twin
screw extruder. The main components of
this machine are two co-rotating screws.

ä We are an independent, owner-operated company since 1905.
ä U
 nder our roof we unite four business units with one common thing: rotating
products and systems!

» Most people don‘t realize it, but in many

ä W
 e demonstrate our four company values of dynamics, innovation, reliability and
collaboration in our relationships with our customers, partners and colleagues.

everyday items there‘s a whole lot of
Leistritz in it.

«
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We know, what counts!

ä We are a trustworthy solution finder and optimizer.
LEISTRITZ

GRoup
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 TURBINE TECHNOLOGY

 TURBINE TECHNOLOGY

manufacturing Specialists

Blades, Blisks & much more

Turbine Technology is a partner for all
renowned OEMs and module suppliers in
the aircraft engine and power generation
industry. We offer our clients custommade manufacturing solutions for producing various components for engines
as well as for gas and steam turbines. It
is our claim to develop and manufacture
new products which our customers need
today and will need tomorrow.

The product range for the aviation segment extends from various engine components to blades, discs, blisks, housings
and structural parts. In the field of power
generation we produce turbine blades
and other components made of steel and
titanium for gas and steam engines.

In order to efficiently supply these precision-made and safety-related products,
Leistritz offers in-house manufacturing
technologies, such as forging, mechanical machining as well as ECM processes
(electro-chemical machining).

» Whether engine or turbine components –
we accompany our customers from development stage
throughout the entire product lifecycle.

«
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LEISTRITZ

TURBINE TECHNOLOGY
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 PUMP TECHNOLOGY

 PUMP TECHNOLOGY

Experience & passion

Screw pumps & Systems

Leistritz is the first choice in the market
when it comes to the application of screw
pumps. What started out small in 1924
is now a globally active company with
more than 300 employees. We offer a
wide product range in the field of screw
pumps. Leistritz customers benefit from
valuable expertise in various branches and

Leistritz screw pumps are multi-spindle,
self-priming positive displacement pumps
and are the heart of low to high viscous
applications. Whether as single pump

applications. Our screw pumps reliably
transfer and dose low to highly viscous
media on ships, oil platforms, in cars and
tank storages, power plants, in the chemical industry and many more.

or as an entire system, they all serve to
transfer different media with varying
lubrication characteristics. In the field of
oil exploration Leistritz provides solutions
for transferring oil/gas mixes.

» We not only offer
pumps, but above all,
we offer a tailor-made
solution for our customers’ requirements!

«
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PUMP TECHNOLOGY
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 EXTRUSION TECHNOLOGY

Experts in Material processing

Extruders & Extrusion lines

The business unit Extrusion Technology
designs, constructs and manufactures individually laid out co-rotating twin screw
extruders as well as turnkey extrusion
lines for the plastics and pharmaceutical industries. Our nearly 200 employees
worldwide have extensive machine and
process technology know-how - the basis
of our high-level extrusion lines.

» Leistritz extruders are well-established in the plastics
and pharmaceutical industry all over the world. «
The customers benefit from our knowledge in different areas of material
processing like masterbatch, compound,
direct and lab extrusion as well as in the
pharmaceutical area. Our aim is to develop
and produce the materials of the future on
Leistritz extrusion lines.
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The Leistritz ZSE MAXX
series has the ideal twin
screw extruders for plastics
processing, because they
combine a very high specific torque and a large
volume. As a system
supplier we plan and
build turnkey extrusion
lines.
In the last three decades
Extrusion Technologoy
established itself in
the market with the
continuous processing of
pharmaceutical masses (pellets,
tablets, transdermal systems).
With its extrusion lines in GMP
design Leistritz is the market leader
(Good Manufacturing Practice:
quality guidelines in the production
of pharmaceuticals).

EXTRUSION TECHNOLOGY
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 PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY

Specialists for complex
Manufacturing tasks

Machine tools,
tools & tubes

The business unit Production Technology
provides solutions for complex manufacturing tasks. Our product program is
divided into three areas: machine tools,
carbide tools and tube technology.
We are the supplier for various branches,
especially for the automotive, oil and gas

Leistritz produces technically advanced
CNC whirling
and keyseating
machines that
provide solutions
to all challenging
manufacturing tasks worldwide. On these
machines, e.g., pump spindles and rotors,
steering worms, feather keys or involute
profiles are manufactured.

industry as well as aviation and general
machinery sector.
We develop and manufacture our machine
tools and tools in-house. This gives us
the flexibility to respond to customers’ requirements in a timely manner and allows
us to manufacture products which meet
the customers’ specifications. We not only
have a standard range of products, but
also provide special purpose solutions and
services that offer our customers greater
efficiency and quality.

Our carbide metal tools such as drills,
supporting bars, or flat form tools are, on
the one hand, designed for metal working with turning workpieces and, on the
other hand, for the further processing of
lathe parts.

» The flexibility of our
tooling machines and tools
allows us to respond to very
special customer wishes.

The sector tube technology manufactures
tailor-made tube components, e.g. filler
pipes for vehicle tanks or exhaust pipes for
premium cars.

«
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 Leistritz Group

Our locations

Germany

USA
Leistritz Advanced
Technologies Corp.,
Somerville & Allendale/NJ

Leistritz AG,
Leistritz Turbinentechnik GmbH,
Leistritz Turbomaschinen Technik GmbH,
Leistritz Pumpen GmbH,
Leistritz Extrusionstechnik GmbH,
Leistritz Produktionstechnik GmbH,
Nuremberg, Remscheid, Pleystein

croatia

CHINA

Leistritz Turbinske
Komponente Belisce d.o.o.,
Belisce

Leistritz Machinery
(Taicang) Co., Ltd.,
Taicang

ITALy
Leistritz Italia srl,
Milan

UAE

INDIa

SINGAPore

Thailand

Leistritz Middle East Ltd.
Sharjah

Leistritz India Ltd.,
Chennai

Leistritz SEA Pte Ltd,
Singapore

Leistritz (Thailand) Ltd.
Chonburi

ä L eistritz AG | Markgrafenstraße 36-39 | 90459 Nuremberg | Germany
Tel.: +49 911 43 06 - 0 | info@leistritz.com | www.leistritz.com

